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GENERATING SETS FOR CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS
BRIAN SITTINGER, RICARDO SUA´REZ, AND ALFONSO ZAMORA
Abstract. The aim of this paper is to find generating sets of commuting involutions and
use them to explicitly construct minimal representations of Clifford algebras Cl(n)p,q . By
results of [HL] and [LW], we know the dimension of such minimal representations, which
is linked to the maximal number of commuting involutions in the algebra, dependent only
on p and q. We provide an algorithm to construct these generating sets of involutions
explicitly for all Clifford algebras Cl(n)p,q and provide some examples. Involutions yield
mutually non-annihilating idempotents whose product gives a projection map P+ with
image Cl(n)P+ being a minimal left ideal, which is a spinor space. Using the projec-
tions, we find minimal representations of Clifford algebras by combining matrices of left
multiplication endomorphisms in the spinor spaces. Finally, we provide examples showing
calculations of minimal representations.
1. Introduction
Clifford algebras were originally defined to capture the algebro-geometric structure of
Pauli and Dirac algebras of space-time and generalize them to higher dimensions. As
explained by Hestenes (c.f. [He]), Dirac’s theory has a deep geometrical structure, matrix
representations being just a choice of physical meaning among others. This is done by
understanding the imaginary unit in Dirac’s equation as a generator of the Lorentz group
related to the spin.
Given a real vector space V endowed with a quadratic form of signature (p, q), which
we denote by Rp,q, the geometric algebra of V is the algebraic structure that allows us to
multiply vectors, called a geometric product. This allows us to talk about k-vectors, which
we define as a geometric product of k distinct generators in the canonical basis. These k-
vectors have physical interpretations. A Clifford algebra, denoted by Cl(n)p,q, encodes this
geometric algebra structure in a quadratic vector space of signature (p, q), where n = p+ q.
For example we can represent Minkowski’s space-time R1,3 with its geometric or Clifford
algebra Cl(4)1,3, and call γ0 the generator in the time direction and γ1, γ2, γ3 the generators
in the space directions. The imaginary unit is a pseudoscalar given by the 4-vector i =
γ0γ1γ2γ3. This shows how the notion of geometric algebra is deeper in the theory than
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matrix algebra, the latter being just a particular representation of physical concepts, which
may or may not have a real physical meaning.
The columns of a matrix are minimal left ideals in the context of matrix algebras, the
reason being that columns are not mixed when multiplying by another matrix on the left
(c.f. [He]). Dirac’s spinors correspond with matrix columns, therefore minimal left ideals in
Clifford algebras are the right mathematical object to represent spinors. Replacing Dirac’s
algebra of complex 4-by-4 matrices by the Clifford algebra Cl(5)1,4 the question turns out to
be how to make a correspondence between minimal left ideals and different kind of fermions,
other than electrons. Understanding the structure of these minimal left ideals would help
to understand this relationship.
In this paper, we construct representations of real Clifford algebras Cl(n)p,q in the space
of real matrices that are minimal (i.e. of least dimension) over R by finding the matrix
representations of the algebra generators. To achieve this, we take the projection P+,
constructed as products of mutually non-annihilating idempotents of the form P±i =
1±γi
2 ,
where γi is an involution in Cl(n)p,q. The quotient given by product of these projections
which we will denote Cl(n)p,qP
+ happens to be a minimal left ideal (which turns out
to be a spinor space), on which we can apply the left multiplication endomorphism to
obtain representations of the generators γi in the ideal Cl(n)p,qP
+. By using the equivalent
relations between generators through projections we can recover a matrix representation for
all generators.
Inspired by the work of Lounesto and Wene (c.f. [LW]), and Dimakis (c.f. [Di]), we find
the order of the generating sets which corresponds to the mod 8-classification of minimal
representations of Clifford algebras (c.f. Theorem 2.4), depending only on the signature
(p, q). Knowing this order, we construct explicitly generating sets of commuting involu-
tions that give us projection maps P+ for all Clifford algebras Cl(n)p,q. Using the left
multiplication map, we obtain representations that happen to be minimal by checking their
dimension. The whole process of constructing a generating set and getting a minimal rep-
resentation from this is algorithmic and can be used for every Clifford algebra Cl(n)p,q.
Examples of generating sets and explicit constructions of minimal representations for the
Clifford algebras Cl(4)2,2, Cl(4)3,1, and Cl(6)3,3 are provided to illustrate it.
2. Clifford algebras and representations
Definition 2.1. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space with basis {e1, ..., en} over a field F
such that char(F) 6= 2 and let Q be a quadratic form. We define a Clifford algebra C(V,Q)
to be an algebra generated by {γ1, ..., γn}, subject to the relation γiγj + γjγi = 2B(ei, ej) · 1C
for all i, j = 1, ..., n, where 1C is the unit in the Clifford algebra.
In the real case F = R, we can always choose a basis {ej} for i = 1, ..., n for which
the matrix of the non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form B can be expressed as the block
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matrix
[
+Ip 0
0 −Iq
]
, where n = p+ q. We call (p, q) the signature of the Clifford algebra
and denote it as Cl(n)p,q. From Definition 2.1, we can obtain these relations between the
generators γ1, ..., γn in Cl(n)p,q:
• γ2i = 1 for i = 1, ..., p
• γ2i = −1 for i = p+ 1, p + 2, ..., n
• γiγj = −γjγi for all i 6= j.
Using the relations above for γ1, ..., γn, we can form a canonical basis of 2
n elements,
given by the monomials:
(1) {1} ∪ {γi1 · · · γik : i1 < i2 < · · · < ik, k = 1, ..., n}.
For notational purposes, we write the product of generators with their indices together;
for instance γij := γiγj . This means that for any u ∈ Cl(n)p,q we can uniquely write
u =
∑
i1<...<ik
αi1...ik · γi1...ik for some αi1...ik ∈ R.
We can rephrase Definition 2.1 as:
Definition 2.2. [Di, Section 2] Let A be a real associative algebra with unit 1A. Define an
orthonormal subset of A of signature (p, q) as Q = {e1, ..., en}, n = p + q, whose elements
satisfy eiej+ejei = 0 for i 6= j, e
2
i = 1 for i = 1, 2, ..., p and e
2
i = −1 for i = p+1, ..., p+q =
n. If Q generates A as an algebra over R, then A is said to be a real Clifford algebra for
the orthogonal space QR ∼= R
p,q. Q is then called an orthonormal basis of A. QR denotes
the real linear span of Q in A.
Definition 2.3. A representation of an algebra A is a vector space V , together with a
algebra homomorphism ρ : V → End(V ). A representation is said to be minimal (or
of minimal dimension) if there does not exist any faithful representation of A of lower
dimension.
Let M2n(R) be the linear space of real matrices of order 2
n by 2n. To find representations
for Cl(n)p,q in M2n(R) we take the left multiplication map φ on Cl(n)p,q,
(2) φγi : Cl(n)p,q → Cl(n)p,q,
where φγi(γj) = γi · γj = γij for all γj in the basis of Cl(n)p,q. The representations we
achieve this way are not minimal over R. We start from here and will use projections
to arrive to minimal representations. The following is a well known result about minimal
representations of Clifford algebras.
Theorem 2.4. [HL, Theorem 2.5] Cl(n)p,q has the following minimal representations over
R, C, and H:
i) Cl(n)p,q ∼=M2
n
2
(R) if q − p = 0, 6 mod 8.
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ii) Cl(n)p,q ∼=M
2
n−1
2
(C) if q − p = 1, 5 mod 8.
iii) Cl(n)p,q ∼=M
2
n−2
2
(H) if q − p = 2, 4 mod 8.
iv) Cl(n)p,q ∼=M
2
n−3
2
(H)⊕M
2
n−3
2
(H) if q − p = 3 mod 8.
v) Cl(n)p,q ∼=M
2
n−1
2
(R)⊕M
2
n−1
2
(R) if q − p = 7 mod 8.
3. Lower dimensional representations by projections
First, recall some basic concepts that will be used in the ensuing discussion (see [LW,
Section 3]). Let A be an algebra. An element a ∈ A is an involution if a2 = 1. An element
e ∈ A is called an idempotent if e2 = e. Two idempotents e, f ∈ A are annihilating if
ef = fe = 0. A set of idempotents ei1 , ...eim is called mutually annihilating iff they are
annihilating pairwise. An idempotent e is primitive if it is not the sum of two non-zero
annihilating idempotents. For Clifford algebras Cl(n)p,q, any minimal left ideal is of the
form Cl(n)p,q · e where e is a primitive idempotent for the algebra Cl(n)p,q.
Given an involution γα, define the projections P
+ := (1 + γα)/2 and P
− := (1 − γα)/2,
which will be used to construct minimal left ideals in Cl(n)p,q. The projections P
±
α satisfy
the following three properties:
• P+α P
−
α = 0
• P±α P
±
α = P
+
α
• P+α + P
−
α = 1A , where 1A is the identity map.
Lemma 3.1. Let γα ∈ Cl(n)p,q(F) be an element that generates an involution orthogonal
to 1 (this means that γα has no real term). Then P
+
α and P
−
α split Cl(n)p,q(F) into two
subspaces of equal dimension.
Proof. Observe that Cl(n)p,q(F) has a basis {1}∪{γi1 · · · γik : i1 < i2 < · · · < ik, k = 1, ..., n}
with 2n elements. Since γα is an involution, P
+
α is idempotent and hence a projection. Let
φ(γi) be the matrix representation of γi in Mn(F).
Let λ ∈ F be an eigenvalue with eigenvector v for φ(γα). Now since γα is an involution,
γ2α = 1 and thus φ(γα)
2 = In. Then, v = Inv = φ(γα)
2v = λ2v which implies that
λ = ±1. Hence, φ(γα) is similar to the diagonal matrix D having diagonal entries ±1. This
implies that there exists an invertible matrix U such that D = U−1φ(γi)U. Without loss of
generality, we place the 1’s on the main diagonal of D above the −1’s.
Now, let us specify how many times −1 and 1 appear on the main diagonal of D. Given
that γα is orthogonal to 1, we deduce that tr(φ(γα)) = 0 = tr(D), since the trace is an
invariant among similar matrices. Therefore, D has an equal number (namely n2 ) of 1 and
−1 on its main diagonal, and thus D =
[
In/2 0
0 −In/2
]
.
Hence, In+D2 is a representation for P
+
α of exactly
n
2 entries of 1 along the diagonal and P
+
α
reduces the dimension of Cl(n)p,q(F) from n to
n
2 . Analogously,
In−D
2 is a representation for
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P−α of exactly
n
2 entries of −1 along the diagonal. Therefore, P
−
α also reduces the dimension
of Cl(n) to n2 . 
Definition 3.2. [LW, Table II] Given a Clifford algebra Cl(n)p,q, we define the Randon-
Hurwitz number rq−p by the following properties: r0 = 0, r1 = 1, r2 = 2, r3 = 2, rj = 3
where 4 ≤ j ≤ 7, ri+8 = ri + 4, r−1 = −1, and r−i = 1− i+ ri−2.
Minimal left ideals of a Clifford algebra are also called in literature spinor spaces, and
are generated by primitive idempotents (c.f. [LW]). The next result shows how to get these
primitive idempotents in terms of Randon-Hurwitz numbers of Definition 3.2.
Theorem 3.3. [LW, Theorem 1] In the canonical basis (1) of Cl(n)p,q, there always exist
q − rq−p commuting involutions γα that generate a group of order 2
k. The product of
the corresponding mutually non-annihilating idempotents P+ :=
∏
α
1 + γα
2
is a primitive
idempotent. Thus, Cl(n)p,q · P
+ is a minimal left ideal.
Let us call β(p, q) = q − rq−p, the number of commuting elements in Theorem 3.3. The
following proposition links the number of commuting elements in the canonical basis of
Cl(n)p,q with the classification in Theorem 2.4.
Proposition 3.4. Given a Clifford algebra Cl(n)p,q, there exists a maximal number β(p, q) =
q − rq−p of commuting involutions γs1 , γs2 , ...γsβ with P
+ = P+s1P
+
s2
...P+sβ the product of the
corresponding projections, yielding a faithful representation for Cl(n)p,q in M2n−β(p,q)(R).
The number β(p, q) is maximal in the sense that taking β(p, q) + 1 projections gives a non-
faithful representation. This number β(p, q) depends on congruence classes mod 8 in the
following way:
• β(p, q) = ⌊n2 ⌋, if q − p ≡ 0, 1, 3, 5, 6 mod 8.
• β(p, q) = ⌊n2 ⌋ − 1, if q − p ≡ 2, 4 mod 8.
• β(p, q) = ⌊n2 ⌋+ 1, if q − p ≡ 7 mod 8.
Proof. We know that representations of Cl(n)p,q on the minimal left ideal Cl(n)p,qP
+ are
faithful representations of Cl(n)p,q (c.f. [Di], [Ab2], [Lo, p.228-229]). We also know from
Theorem 3.3 that there are always β(p, q) = q− rq−p commuting involutions generating the
minimal left ideal Cl(n)P+, therefore this is the maximal number of commuting involutions
in Cl(n)p,q. Let l ∈ Z≥0 and let a ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. Using Definition 3.2, we restate
the Randon-Hurwitz numbers rp,q depending on rj, 0 ≤ j ≤ 7, as:
r8l = 4l
r−8l = −4l
ra+8l = ra + 4l
r−(a+8l) = (1− a+ ra−2)− 4l .
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From this, we calculate β(p, q).
For Clifford algebras of the form Cl(n)p,p+a+8l and Cl(n)q+(8−a)+8l,q, the resulting β(p, q)
equal p+a+4l−ra and q+7−a−r6−a+4l, respectively. Then, whenever q−p ≡ 0, 1, 3, 5, 6
mod 8, the value of β(p, q) is ⌊n2 ⌋. When q − p ≡ 2, 4 mod 8, we obtain β(p, q) = ⌊
n
2 ⌋ − 1.
Finally for q−p ≡ 7 mod 8 we obtain β(p, q) = ⌊n2 ⌋+1. This gives us the desired result on
the mod 8 congruence classes and the number of commuting involutions. By inductively
applying Lemma 3.1 for the projection P+ we see that the minimal real representation for
Cl(n)p,q maps injectively in M2n−β(p,q)(R). 
Given a real quadratic space of dimension n and signature (p, q), a Clifford algebra
Cl(n)p,q has dimension of at most 2
n. If dimA = 2n then A is a universal Clifford algebra.
If dimA = 2n−1, then A is a non-universal Clifford algebra of Rp,q. This is only possible
when p− q ≡ 1 mod 4 (c.f. [Di], [Po, Chapter 15]).
Combining Theorems 2.4 and 3.3 along with Proposition 3.4 we obtain:
Corollary 3.5. The universal Clifford algebras Cl(n)p,q have the following minimal repre-
sentations Cl(n)p,q ∼=M2β(p,q)(K), where
K = R if q − p ≡ 0, 6 mod 8,
K = C if q − p ≡ 1, 5 mod 8, and
K = H if q − p ≡ 2, 4 mod 8 .
For the non-universal cases, we obtain the splitting Cl(n)p,q ∼= M2β−1(K) ⊕ M2β−1(K),
where
K = H if q − p ≡ 3 mod 8 and
K = R if q − p ≡ 7 mod 8 .
Definition 3.6. A generating set for a Clifford algebra Cl(n)p,q is a maximal set of
β(p, q) commuting involutions (c.f. Proposition 3.4), which are algebraically independent.
The generating sets are used to construct the primitive idempotent projection P+ which
gives a minimal left ideal Cl(n)p,q ·P
+ by Theorem 3.3 and the minimal real representation
in Proposition 3.4. Given an involution γα1 we obtain projections P
+
α1
and P−α1 constructed
from the respective idempotents
1
2
(1+γα1) and
1
2
(1−γα1). Using them, Cl(n)p,q decomposes
into two left ideals
Cl(n)p,q = Cl(n)p,qP
+
α1
⊕ Cl(n)p,qP
−
α1
,
and dimCl(n)p,qP
+
α1
= dimCl(n)p,qP
−
α1
= 2n−1. Taking all the elements of the generating
sets in Definition 3.6 and all possible products
1
2
(1±γα1)...
1
2
(1±γαβ(p,q)) varying all possible
sign combinations we obtain 2β(p,q) idempotents which are mutually annihilating and sum up
to 1. The Clifford algebra is then decomposed into the direct sum of 2β(p,q) left ideals, where
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each left ideal has dimension 2n−β(p,q). In this way the product of a maximal number of
non-annihilating idempotents, which we call P+, produces the minimal left ideal Cl(n)p,qP
+
(c.f. [Lo, p.226]). Using left multiplication maps, we are able to construct irreducible
representations for these minimal left ideals in M2n−β(p,q)(R) (c.f. [Lo, p.228].) The goal
of the next section will be to provide generating sets for all Clifford algebras of signature
(p, q).
Remark 3.7. We emphasize that all β(p, q) involutions in the generating set are alge-
braically independent in order to avoid that projections P+ are given by multiplying ele-
mentary projections coming from generators in two different ways.
4. Construction of generating sets for Cl(n)p,q
To construct generating sets for Cl(n)p,q, we need to find elements in the canonical
basis that are commuting involutions. Given an element γα in the cannoncial basis (1) of
Cl(n)p,q, the weight of γα is the number of generators corresponding to the set of indexes
in α. Using this definition we can redefine a k-vector as generator of weight k . Note
that a Clifford algebra Cl(n)p,q is generated by p positive definite generators and q negative
definite generators (i.e., their squares are, respectively, ±1). The following lemma gives a
calculation that can be found in [Ga, p. 96] and it is included here for completeness.
Lemma 4.1. Given γα of weight k constructed by a number “a” of positive definite gen-
erators and “b” negative definite generators, a + b = k, γα is an involution iff b − a ≡ 0
mod 4 in case k is even, or b− a ≡ 3 mod 4 in case k is odd.
Proof. Let γα be an element in the canonical basis (1) of weight k = a + b, given by a
positive generators and b negative generators. Squaring this element and using the rules
(see properties after Definition 2.1), we get γ2α = (−1)
ǫ where ǫ =
k(k − 1)
2
+ b. Thus, γα
is an involution if and only if ǫ is even.
If k is even, then k = 2l for some l ∈ N and ǫ = l(2l − 1) + b. Then ǫ is even iff l and b
are either both even or both odd, which is equivalent to b− l to be even, hence b− l = 2j
for some j ∈ N. Therefore b− a = b+ b− 2l = 2(b− l) = 4j, then b− a ≡ 0 mod 4.
Similarly, if k is odd, k = 2l + 1, then ǫ = l(2l + 1) + b. In this situation, ǫ being
even is equivalent to l and b having the same parity, hence b − l = 2j. Therefore b − a =
b+ b− (2l + 1) = 2(b− l)− 1 = 4j − 1, thus b− a ≡ 3 mod 4. 
To ensure that these involutions commute, we have the following:
Lemma 4.2. [Ha, Lemma 4.3] Let γα = γi1i2...im and γβ = γjij2,...,jl, where γα has
weight m and γβ has weight l. Then, γα and γβ commute iff the intersecting number
i = |{i1, i2, ...im} ∩ {ji, j2, ..., jl}| ≡ ml mod 2.
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Proof. Let γα and γβ be vectors of weight m and l respectively, and let i be the number of
generators from the canonical basis shared by γα and γβ. Using the properties shared by
generators (c.f. Definition 2.1) we have γαγβ = (−1)
ǫγβγα where ǫ = lm− i. Now γα and
γβ commute if and only if ǫ is even, which is equivalent to i ≡ ml mod 2. 
4.1. Construction of generating sets by signature cases (p, q). Now we are set to
construct generating sets by finding β(p, q) commuting involutions (c.f. Proposition 3.4) for
each Clifford algebra Cl(n)p,q. To do this, we will make use of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.
Recall that a Clifford algebra Cl(n)p,q has p positive generators (whose square is +1),
γ1, γ2, . . . , γp and q negative generators (whose square is −1) γp+1, γp+2, . . . , γp+q. We will
consider separately the cases where p ≤ q and p ≥ q (the cases where p = q are easily
covered in both situations). In the first case, the signature of the Clifford algebra follows
the pattern (p, p + a + 8l), l ∈ Z≥0 and a = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. In the latter case it follows
the pattern (q + a+ 8l, q), l ∈ Z≥0, a = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
Proposition 3.4 tells us the number β(p, q) of maximal number of commuting involutions
we are looking for in our generating sets. In the notation of last paragraph, we rewrite these
numbers β(p, q) in terms of l and a and summarize the results on Tables 1 and 2.
a β(p, q)
0, 1, 2 p+ 4l
3, 4 p+ 4l + 1
5 p+ 4l + 2
6 p+ 4l + 3
7 p+ 4l + 4
Table 1. Commuting involutions β(p, q) for Clifford algebras of signature
(p, p+ 8l + a).
a β(p, q)
0 q + 4l
1, 2, 3, 4 q + 4l + 1
5, 6 q + 4l + 2
7 q + 4l + 3
Table 2. Commuting involutions β(p, q) for Clifford algebras of signature
(q + 8l + a, q).
Taking 2-vectors, we can build a set of p commuting involutions for any Clifford algebra
of signature (p, p + a + 8l), l ∈ Z≥0 and a = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Whenever a 2-vector has
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both a positive and a negative definite generator, (i.e. a = b = 1 and k = 2 in the notation
of Lemma 4.1), Lemma 4.1 guarantees that the 2-vector is an involution. By Lemma 4.2,
2-vectors commute iff the number of generators in common is even (i.e. m = l = 2 and
i = 0, 2 ≡ 0 mod 2 in the notation of Lemma 4.2). Hence, the set
P2 := {γ1,p+1, γ2,p+2, ..., γp,2p}
provides p commuting involutions the signatures of the form (p, p + a + 8l). Recall that
γ1, γ2, . . . , γp are positive generators and γp+1, γp+2, . . . , γ2p, γ2p+1, . . . , γ2p+8l+a are negative
generators. Similarly, we can construct a set of q commuting involutions,
Q2 := {γ1,q+8l+a+1, γ2,q+8l+a+2, ..., γq,2q+8l+a} ,
for signatures of the form (q+a+8l, q), where note that γ1, γ2, . . . , γq, γq+1, . . . , γq+8l+a are
positive generators and γq+8l+a+1, γq+8l+a+2, . . . , γq+8l+a+q are negative generators.
Notice that, by Lemma 4.1, 4-vectors composed of all positive definitive or all negative
definite generators are always involutions (in the notation of Lemma 4.1, a+ b = k = 4 and
b − a = ±4). Then, by Lemma 4.2, these involutions commute whenever their generators
pairwise intersect in an even number of elements. Taking this all into account for signatures
(p, p+ 8l + a) we construct the set
P4 := {γ2p+1,2p+2,2p+3,2p+4, γ2p+1,2p+2,2p+5,2p+6, γ2p+1,2p+2,2p+7,2p+8, γ2p+1,2p+3,2p+5,2p+7, . . . ,
γ2p+8i+1,2p+8i+2,2p+8i+3,2p+8i+4, γ2p+8i+1,2p+8i+2,2p+8i+5,2p+8i+6, γ2p+8i+1,2p+8i+2,2p+8i+7,2p+8i+8,
γ2p+8i+1,2p+8i+3,2p+8i+5,2p+8i+7, . . . ,
γ2p+8(l−1)+1,2p+8(l−1)+2,2p+8(l−1)+3,2p+8(l−1)+4, γ2p+8(l−1)+1,2p+8(l−1)+2,2p+8(l−1)+5,2p+8(l−1)+6 ,
γ2p+8(l−1)+1,2p+8(l−1)+2,2p+8(l−1)+7,2p+8(l−1)+8, γ2p+8(l−1)+1,2p+8(l−1)+3,2p+8(l−1)+5,2p+8(l−1)+7} ,
where i runs from 1 to l (if l = 0 this set is empty), and contains 4l commuting involutions.
In a similar way, we can work with signatures (q+8l+ a, q) and construct the following set
of 4l commuting involutions
Q4 := {γq+1,q+2,q+3,q+4, γq+1,q+2,q+5,q+6, γq+1,q+2,q+7,q+8, γq+1,q+3,q+5,q+7, . . . ,
γq+8i+1,q+8i+2,q+8i+3,q+8i+4, γq+8i+1,q+8i+2,q+8i+5,q+8i+6, γq+8i+1,q+8i+2,q+8i+7,q+8i+8,
γq+8i+1,q+8i+3,q+8i+5,q+8i+7, . . . ,
γq+8(l−1)+1,q+8(l−1)+2,q+8(l−1)+3,q+8(l−1)+4 , γq+8(l−1)+1,q+8(l−1)+2,q+8(l−1)+5,q+8(l−1)+6 ,
γq+8(l−1)+1,q+8(l−1)+2,q+8(l−1)+7,q+8(l−1)+8 , γq+8(l−1)+1,q+8(l−1)+3,q+8(l−1)+5,q+8(l−1)+7} .
Taking the unions P2 ∪ P4 and Q2 ∪ Q4, we get p + 4l and correspondingly q + 4l
commuting involutions. Note that involutions in P2 commute with those in P4 by Lemma
4.2, and analogously for Q2 and Q4. To achieve the right number in Tables 1 and 2, we
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need some additional involutions which we collect in Tables 3 and 4. These tables provide
an algorithm to find a generating set for any Clifford algebra Cl(n)p,q.
In cases where p ≤ q we use additional 4-vectors and 3-vectors. Note that, by Lemma
4.1, 3-vectors made of 3 negative generators are involutions and, given that the rest of
k-vectors have an even number of generators (k = 2 or k = 4), for them to commute with
everything they have to intersect on 0 or 2 generators (c.f. Lemma 4.2). In cases where
p ≥ q we use additional 4-vectors and 1-vectors. Observe that, in this case, 1-vectors where
the generator is positive are obviously involutions and commute with the remaining vectors
if that generator is contained in none of them (c.f. Lemma 4.2).
Signature q − p ( mod 8) β(p, q) Generating set
(p, p+ 8l) 0 p+ 4l P2 ∪ P4
(p, p + 8l + 1) 1 p+ 4l P2 ∪ P4
(p, p + 8l + 2) 2 p+ 4l P2 ∪ P4
(p, p + 8l + 3) 3 p+ 4l + 1 P2 ∪ P4 ∪ {γ2p+8l+1,2p+8l+2,2p+8l+3}
(p, p + 8l + 4) 4 p+ 4l + 1 P2 ∪ P4 ∪ {γ2p+8l+1,2p+8l+2,2p+8l+3,2p+8l+4}
(p, p + 8l + 5) 5 p+ 4l + 2 P2 ∪ P4 ∪ {γ2p+8l+1,2p+8l+2,2p+8l+3,2p+8l+4,
γ2p+8l+1,2p+8l+2,2p+8l+5}
(p, p + 8l + 6) 6 p+ 4l + 3 P2 ∪ P4 ∪ {γ2p+8l+1,2p+8l+2,2p+8l+4,
γ2p+8l+2,2p+8l+3,2p+8l+5, γ2p+8l+3,2p+8l+4,2p+8l+6}
(p, p + 8l + 7) 7 p+ 4l + 4 P2 ∪ P4 ∪ {γ2p+8l+1,2p+8l+2,2p+8l+4,
γ2p+8l+2,2p+8l+3,2p+8l+5,
γ2p+8l+3,2p+8l+4,2p+8l+6, γ2p+8l+4,2p+8l+5,2p+8l+7}
Table 3. Generating sets for Clifford algebras of signature (p, q), p ≤ q.
4.2. Examples of generating sets. Here we will use the results of section 4.1 to provide
examples of generating sets for Clifford algebras of large dimension. The three examples
have been chosen so that we construct generating sets of order ⌊n2 ⌋, ⌊
n
2 ⌋ − 1 and ⌊
n
2 ⌋ + 1
respectively.
Example 4.3. For Cl(19)15,4 we have q − p = 4− 15 = −11 ≡ 5 mod 8, and the order of
the generating set is β = ⌊192 ⌋ = 9. Note that this is a case where p ≥ q and Cl(19)15,4 =
Cl(19)q+8l+a,q with q = 4, l = 1 ad a = 3, and observe that β = ⌊
19
2 ⌋ = q + 4l + 1 =
4 + 4 · 1 + 1 = 9.
Following the algorithm, we construct the generating set of 9 commuting involutions:
{γ1,16, γ2,17, γ3,18, γ4,19, γ5,6,7,8, γ5,6,9,10, γ5,6,11,12, γ5,7,9,11, γ13}.
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Signature q − p ( mod 8) β(p, q) Generating set
(q + 8l, q) 0 q + 4l Q2 ∪Q4
(q + 8l + 1, q) 7 q + 4l + 1 Q2 ∪Q4 ∪ {γq+8l+1}
(q + 8l + 2, q) 6 q + 4l + 1 Q2 ∪Q4 ∪ {γq+8l+1}
(q + 8l + 3, q) 5 q + 4l + 1 Q2 ∪Q4 ∪ {γq+8l+1}
(q + 8l + 4, q) 4 q + 4l + 1 Q2 ∪Q4 ∪ {γq+8l+1}
(q + 8l + 5, q) 3 q + 4l + 2 Q2 ∪Q4 ∪ {γq+8l+1,q+8l+2,q+8l+3,q+8l+4, γq+8l+5}
(q + 8l + 6, q) 2 q + 4l + 2 Q2 ∪Q4 ∪ {γq+8l+1,q+8l+2,q+8l+3,q+8l+4,
γq+8l+1,q+8l+2,q+8l+5,q+8l+6}
(q + 8l + 7, q) 1 q + 4l + 3 Q2 ∪Q4 ∪ {γq+8l+1,q+8l+2,q+8l+3,q+8l+4,
γq+8l+1,q+8l+2,q+8l+5,q+8l+6, γq+8l+7}
Table 4. Generating sets for Clifford algebras of signature (p, q), p ≥ q.
Example 4.4. For Cl(22)5,17, we have q − p = 17 − 5 = 12 ≡ 4 mod 8, and the order
of the generating set is β = ⌊222 ⌋ − 1 = 10. This is a case where p ≤ q and Cl(22)5,17 =
Cl(22)p,p+8l+a with p = 5, l = 1 ad a = 4, and observe that β = ⌊
22
2 ⌋ = p + 4l + 1 =
5 + 4 · 1 + 1 = 10.
We construct the following generating set of 10 involutions:
{γ1,6, γ2,7, γ3,8, γ4,9, γ5,10, γ11,12,13,14, γ11,12,15,16, γ11,12,17,18, γ11,13,15,17, γ19,20,21,22}.
Example 4.5. For Cl(55)12,43, we have q − p = 43 − 12 = 31 ≡ 7 mod 8 and thus the
order of the generating set is β = ⌊552 ⌋ + 1 = 28. This is again a case where p ≤ q and
Cl(55)12,43 = Cl(55)p,p+8l+a with p = 12, l = 3 and a = 7, and observe that β = ⌊
55
2 ⌋ =
p+ 4l + 1 = 12 + 4 · 3 + 4 = 28.
We follow the rules of the tables to construct this generating set of 28 involutions:
{γ1,13, γ2,14, γ3,15, γ4,16, γ5,17, γ6,18, γ7,19, γ8,20, γ9,21, γ10,22, γ11,23, γ12,24,
γ25,26,27,28, γ25,26,29,30, γ25,26,31,32, γ25,27,29,31
γ33,34,35,36, γ33,34,37,38, γ33,34,39,40, γ33,35,37,39
γ41,42,43,44, γ41,42,45,46, γ41,42,47,48, γ41,43,45,47
γ49,50,52, γ50,51,53, γ51,52,54, γ52,53,55} .
5. Minimal representations using projections and examples
Section 4.1 provides an algorithm to construct a generating set of β(p, q) commuting
involutions γα for every Clifford algebra Cl(n)p,q. Using them, we get a set of idempotent
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projections P+α which yield equivalence relations between the generators in the ideals created
after applying the projections to Cl(n)p,q. We say that γi ∼ γj in the ideal Cl(n)p,qP
+
α if
γiP
+
α = γjP
+
α ⇔ γi
1 + γα
2
= γj
1 + γα
2
,
and similarly for P−α . After applying all projections P
+
α , we obtain a basis for the corre-
sponding minimal left ideal
Cl(n)p,qP
+
α1
P+α2 · · ·P
+
αβ(p,q)
starting from the canonical basis of the Clifford algebra expressed in (1) and using the
equivalence relations of k-vectors aforementioned to reduce it to a basis of the ideal. Then,
apply the left multiplication map (c.f. (2)) to obtain matrix representations for each basis
element.
Recall that P+αi + P
−
αi
= I, giving the identity operator for every αi. Hence, it is easy to
see that the sum of all sign combinations
(3) I =
∑
P±α1P
±
α2
· · ·P±αβ(p,q)
gives also this identity operator I. Then, we calculate a matrix representation for each
generator γi in the Clifford algebra Cl(n)p,q, by applying the left multiplication map to
each projection in (3) and sum them all up. This is, calculate the matrix representa-
tion of the endomorphism φγiI ∈ End(Cl(n)p,qP
+
α1
P+α2 · · ·P
+
αβ(p,q)
), i = 1, 2, . . ., which is
a matrix in M2n−β(p,q)(R), respect to the basis we have previously calculated in the ideal
Cl(n)p,qP
+
α1
P+α2 · · ·P
+
αβ(p,q)
. Finally, from these matrices we can easily obtain representations
for every k-vector γα by multiplying the matrices of the corresponding generators.
This method can be used to compute a minimal representation for Clifford algebras of
any signature (p, q). Next, we perform this method to find minimal representations for the
algebras Cl(4)3,1, Cl(4)2,2, and Cl(6)3,3.
5.1. Representing Cl(4)3,1 in M4(R). To find a minimal representation for Cl(4)3,1, we
use the generating set {γ14, γ2} from section 4.1 and construct from it the projections P
+
14
and P+2 . The two projections commute, and their product P
+
14P
+
2 is a projection. Note
that the quotient Cl(4)3,1P
+
2 is spanned by
{1 · P+2 , γ1P
+
2 , γ3P
+
2 , γ4P
+
2 , γ1,3P
+
2 , γ1,4P
+
2 , γ3,4P
+
2 , γ1,3,4P
+
2 } ,
where the generator γ2 does not appear because it falls into the same equivalence class as
1. Note that the projection reduces the original dimension of Cl(4)3,1 by one half, from 2
4
to 23.
Projecting the ideal Cl(4)3,1P
+
2 by P
+
1,4, we obtain the following equivalence relations in
Cl(4)3,1P
+
2 P
+
14:
P+2 ∼ γ1,4P
+
2 , γ1P
+
2 ∼ −γ4P
+
2 , γ3P
+
2 ∼ −γ1,3,4P
+
2 , γ1,3P
+
2 ∼ −γ3,4P
+
2 .
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Thus, it provides a basis for the ideal:
(4) Cl(4)3,1P
+
1,4P
+
2 = span{1 · P
+
1,4P
+
2 , γ1P
+
1,4P
+
2 , γ3P
+
1,4P
+
2 , γ1,3P
+
1,4P
+
2 }.
To shed light about the process we include the calculation of the first equivalence relation,
P+2 ∼ γ1,4P
+
2 :
1 · P+2 P
+
14 = 1
1 + γ2
2
1 + γ1,4
2
=
1 + γ2 + γ1,4 − γ1,2,4
4
, and
γ1,4 · P
+
2 P
+
14 = γ1,4
1 + γ2
2
1 + γ1,4
2
=
γ1,4 − γ1,2,4 + 1 + γ2
4
.
Given an element in a Clifford algebra γi, the left multiplication map φγi associated to
it is the endomorphism φγi(γj) = γi · γj , for any γj ∈ Cl(n)p,q. To find representations of
generators γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4 in Cl(n)3,1P
+
1,4P
+
2 we take a general element R ∈ Cl(n)3,1P
+
1,4P
+
2
expressed as a linear combination of the canonical basis in the minimal left ideal:
R = c1P
+
2 P
+
1,4 + c2γ1P
+
2 P
+
1,4 + c3γ3P
+
2 P
+
1,4 + c4γ1,3P
+
2 P
+
1,4 ,
where ci ∈ R. We decompose the identity as
I = P+2 P
+
1,4 + P
−
2 P
−
1,4 + P
+
2 P
−
1,4 + P
−
2 P
+
1,4 ,
and apply the left multiplication endomorphism φγiI to the general element R in order to
get its matrix representation φγiI(R), hence the representation of γi in M4(R), i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
The following calculations reproduce the action of the left multiplication map on each
generator:
• φγ1I(R) = c1γ1P
+
2 P
+
1,4 + c2P
+
2 P
+
1,4 + c3γ1,3P
+
2 P
+
1,4 + c4γ3P
+
2 P
+
1,4
• φγ2I(R) = c1P
+
2 P
+
1,4 − c2γ1P
+
2 P
+
1,4 − c3γ3P
+
2 P
+
1,4 + c4γ1,3P
+
2 P
+
1,4
• φγ3I(R) = c1γ3P
+
2 P
+
1,4 − c2γ13P
+
2 P
+
1,4 + c3P
+
2 P
+
1,4 − c4γ1P
+
2 P
+
1,4
• φγ4I(R) = c1γ1P
+
2 P
+
1,4 − c2P
+
2 P
+
1,4 + c3γ13P
+
2 P
+
1,4 − c4γ3P
+
2 P
+
1,4
Therefore we obtain the following faithful representations for the generators in GL4(R):
γ1 ↔


0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

 γ2 ↔


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1


γ3 ↔


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0

 γ4 ↔


0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0

.
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5.2. Representing Cl(4)2,2 in M4(R). To find a minimal representation for Cl(4)2,2 we
use the generating set from section 4.1, {γ1,3, γ2,4}, yielding projections P
+
1,3 and P
+
2,4. The
quotient Cl(4)2,2P
+
1,3 is spanned by
{1 · P+1,3, γ1P
+
1,3, γ2P
+
1,3, γ4P
+
1,3, γ1,2P
+
1,3, γ1,4P
+
1,3, γ2,4P
+
1,3, γ1,2,4P
+
1,3} .
Projecting the ideal Cl(4)2,2P
+
1,3 by P
+
2,4, we obtain the following equivalence relations in
Cl(4)2,2P
+
1,3P
+
2,4:
P+1,3 ∼ γ2,4P
+
1,3, γ1P
+
1,3 ∼ γ1,2,4P
+
1,3, γ2P
+
1,3 ∼ γ4P
+
2 , γ1,2P
+
1,3 ∼ γ1,4P
+
1,3 ,
which provides a basis for the ideal
(5) Cl(4)2,2P
+
1,3P
+
2,4 = span{1 · P
+
1,3P
+
2,4, γ1P
+
1,3P
+
2,4, γ2P
+
1,3P
+
2,4, γ1,2P
+
1,3P
+
2,4}.
We now find representations for generators γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4 in Cl(n)2,2P
+
1,3P
+
2,4 analo-
gously. Let
R = c1P
+
1,3P
+
2,4 + c2γ1P
+
1,3P
+
2,4 + c3γ2P
+
1,3P
+
2,4 + c4γ1,2P
+
1,3P
+
2,4, ci ∈ R ,
be a general element in the ideal and decompose the identity as
I = P+1,3P
+
2,4 + P
−
1,3P
+
2,4 + P
+
1,3P
−
2,4 + P
−
1,3P
−
2,4 .
Apply the left multiplication endomorphisms φγiI to R in order to get a canonical repre-
sentation in Cl(n)2,2P
+
1,3P
+
2,4, then sum all matrices in the decomposition of the identity to
obtain the following faithful representations in M4(R):
γ1 ↔


0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

 γ2 ↔


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0


γ3 ↔


0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0

 γ4 ↔


0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0

.
5.3. Representing Cl(6)3,3 inM8(R). Similarly, we represent Cl(6)3,3 minimally inM8(R).
We use the generating set {γ1,4, γ2,5, γ3,6} coming from section 4.1, giving the projection
P+ = P+1,4P
+
2,5P
+
3,6. Applying the same process as the previous examples we get the minimal
left ideal
Cl(6)3,3P
+ = span{1 · P+, γ1P
+, γ2P
+, γ3P
+, γ1,2P
+, γ1,3P
+, γ2,3P
+, γ1,2,3P
+},
where each element in the spanning set is an equivalence class of order 3. We define
R = c1P
+ + c2γ1P
+ + c3γ2P
+ + c4γ3P
+ + c5γ12P
+c6γ13P
+ + c7γ23P
+ + c8γ123P
+ ,
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where ci ∈ R. Next we apply the left multiplication endomorphisms of the form φγiI(R),
where the decomposition now is
I = P+1,4P
+
2,5P
+
3,6 + P
+
1,4P
−
2,5P
+
3,6 + P
+
1,4P
+
2,5P
−
3,6 + P
+
1,4P
−
2,5P
−
3,6+
P−1,4P
+
2,5P
+
3,6 + P
−
1,4P
−
2,5P
+
3,6 + P
−
1,4P
+
2,5P
−
3,6 + P
−
1,4P
−
2,5P
−
3,6 .
This results in the following faithful representation in Gl8(R) for the six generators of the
Clifford algebra Cl(6)3,3:
γ1 ↔


0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0


, γ2 ↔


0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0


,
γ3 ↔


0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0


, γ4 ↔


0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0


γ5 ↔


0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0


, γ6 ↔


0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0


.
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